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Results of the survey



Do you think playground is fair? 49%
Everybody gets a turn

Because children at the school share

Yes because the playground is big and has space

People can play where they want

Boys and girls use the playground fairly

Everyone is kind and everybody lets me play in their games

Everyone gets to play with the people they want

    Children play fairly

     It is fun



Do you think playground is unfair? 51%

Boys still dominate the football pitch

There are too many spaces for Football and not enough space for others sports like tennis

Not everyone has a friend to play with

It is not because some girls do not get an opportunity and don't get to be let in football

Not everyone has a turn at the play equipment

Because people bully

We don't have many  things to play with

Boys take up most space playing football and when girls want to join in they say no or put them in defence



Freya, Kayaan, Amelie and Jessica

What we are going to do following the results of your Playground Survey



Action 1- Freya

Rotas back on all equipment- for break and lunchtimes
Rota for Climbing Equipment

Rota for Trim Trail

Rota for Towers

Ensure that children take turns and be kind to one another

Ark and Study to use each day- not on rota

 



Action 2- Kayaan

Rotas for the pitches

Year groups

Types of games

Girls/Boys- boy girl balance



Action 3- Amelie

Bags of Equipment- replenish but children need to be more responsible for 
looking after these

Reminders to return equipment

Lists for playground equipment

Each year group only use their allotted bags/equipment

Mr Canham to get balls down from roof

Children hiding equipment -must go back in bag end of each lunchtime



Action 4- Jessica

Create a Whole School Playground Charter





Ideas from RRS Ambassadors for Playground Charter

Share Respect Encourage

Fair Resilience Compromise

Care Aware Helpful

Include Patience Mindful

Kind Reciprocity

Equality Manners



Action 5            Explore……….Freya

Reinstating trolleys for lunches for some year groups

Explore having more bins- litter being dropped

Goals for other types of sports other than football



Action for classes

Playground Charter

RRS Group to organise rotas, equipment and other areas discussed


